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Group at Summer Palace in Beijing
“In the I5 program, students learn competencies including how to develop marketing plans and do business analyses. They learn how technology and its respective market fit together. It’s really about learning the whole package of a business so that all the dimensions can be simultaneously and successfully applied.”

Dr. Greg Leman
Co-Director of I5
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Sequoyah Johnson in class
“For me this program was all about seeing the other side of engineering – the business side versus the design and programming and how it all fits together.”

Sequoyah Johnson
Computer Science Junior
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Tai Chi class in Shanghai:
Kevin Rooney, Joseph Naaman, Zhang Qiong
“They [Chinese students] were very driven and dedicated to the project – such hard workers and great people to work with. I was surprised to realize that the Chinese students and faculty we encountered were mostly like us and had a similar sense of humor. It showed me that the people of the world are a lot more like each other than we realize.”

Kevin Rooney
Computer Science Junior
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HP7 arrives in Shanghai!
Steven, Jessica Stout
“One of the concepts we learned about is Guanxi. We don’t really have a direct translation for it here, but it pertains to the relationship of friendship and trust between companies and individuals. It’s important to have Guanxi to do business effectively in China.”

Jessica Stout
Electrical & Computer Engineering Junior
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Team Time in Shanghai:
Sequoyah Johnson, Whitney Smith, Oscar
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“By participating in I\textsuperscript{5} I think I’m more well-rounded from all that I got to see and experience while I was in China, plus the opportunity to do in-depth, professional work.”

Sequoyah Johnson
Computer Science Junior
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In class – Jake, Mandy, Andy and others
“Thinking about the things in a different way, having more passion on the work, accepting other cultures or the ideas of different people more smoothly and many things like those are what I have got from I5 program. And I believe that what I have got from I5 program will helps me a lot in the rest of my life.”

Jake
Economics & International Trade
USST
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Group at the Great Wall